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course outline

1. introduction to counterfactuals + introduction to probability

2. rules for the generation of probability of counterfactuals

3. triviality results for indicatives and counterfactual

4. responses to triviality results + a new triviality result

5. skeptical responses (error theories) and prospects for plausible tenability
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why probability of counterfactuals?
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introduction to counterfactual semantics
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notation

I we use sans-serif letters (‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’) as metavariables over sentences

I we use boldface letters (‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’) as metavariables over propositions

I ‘�’ and ‘�’ represent would- and might- counterfactuals

A� C for If A, would C

A� C for If A, might C
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‘counterfactuals’

we use the label ‘counterfactual’ for the kind of modal flavor that is canonically

expressed by a would-conditional

(1) If I tossed this coin, it would land tails.

(2) If Oswald hadn’t killed Kennedy, no one else would have.

I a bad label (there are non-contrary-to-fact counterfactuals)

I no good established alternatives in the literature (though watch out for von

Fintel and Iatridou’s ‘X-marked’)
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basis of modal semantics

the basic elements of the model theory of a modal semantics:

I a domainW of possible worlds

I an accessibility relationR

semantic clauses for necessity and possibility modals:

(3) a. ~�A�w = 1 iff ∀w ′ ∈W : w ′Rw , ~A�w
′

= 1

b. ~^A�w = 1 iff ∃w ′ ∈W : w ′Rw , ~A�w
′

= 1
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basis of modal semantics

rather than using accessibility relations, we use a modal base (Kratzer), which

we construe as a function from a world to a set of accessible worlds

(4) a. ~�fA�w = 1 iff ∀w ′ ∈ f(w): ~A�w
′

= 1

b. ~^fA�w = 1 iff ∃w ′ ∈ f(w): ~A�w
′

= 1

notice: the same modal expressions can have different modal flavors

(5) a. Frida must be in Chicago.{ epistemic
b. Frida must go to Chicago.{ deontic

we can capture this by treating the modal base as a contextual parameter

(6) ~mustf A�w ,f = 1 iff ∀w ′ ∈ f(w): ~A�w
′ ,f = 1
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strict conditionals

a strict conditional is equivalent to a necessitated material conditional:

�f (A ⊃ C)

a first, natural analysis treats counterfactuals as strict conditionals:

(7) ~A� C�w ,f = 1 iff ∀w ′ ∈ f(w) s.t. ~A�w
′ ,f = 1, ~C�w

′ ,f = 1

we might take worlds in the domain of quantification to be similar enough worlds:

(8) a. If Frida danced, Maria would dance.

b. ~(8a)�w
′ ,f = 1 iff all worlds w ′ that are similar enough to w such that

Frida danced in w ′ are such that Maria danced in w ′
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nonmonotonicity

a prediction: counterfactuals are monotonic in the antecedent position

(i.e. adding info to the antecedent doesn’t falsify a true counterfactual)

Antecedent strengthening A� C � A+� C (where A+ � A)

this prediction is clearly problematic for counterfactuals:

(9) If Otto had come, it would have been a lovely party.

If both Otto and Anna had come, it would have been a dreary party.

(9) is a Sobel sequence, i.e. a discourse of the apparent form:

A� C, A+� ¬C
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nonmonotonicity

other inference patterns that (modulo weak background principles) are

equivalent to Antecedent Strengthening:

Transitivity A� B, B� C � A� C

Contraposition A� C � ¬C� ¬A

(exercise: try your hand at the proofs!)
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nonmonotonicity

counterexample to transitivity

Bella is in love with Andy—a violent, machist, yet fascinating brute. Charlie can’t get

over his unrequited love for Bella and follows her whenever he can, except when Andy is

around (Charlie is too terrified of him). The three are invited to a party. Andy is

temporarily in jail, so he can’t attend. Bella decides on a last-minute whim that she won’t

go, and so does Charlie once he learns about Bella’s decision.

B� C If Bella had gone to the party, then Charlie would have gone.

A� B If Andy had gone to the party, then Bella would have gone.

A� C # If Andy had gone to the party, then Charlie would have gone.
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nonmonotonicity

counterexample to contraposition

Bruno would like to go to a party, but is put off by Anita’s presence and decides not to go

because she’s going to be there. Anita, on the contrary, tags off after Bruno whenever

she can and she would have been delighted to see him.

B� A If Bruno had gone to the party, then Anita would have gone.

¬A� ¬B # If Anita had not gone, Bruno would still not have gone.
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variably strict semantics

Lewis/Stalnaker semantics for counterfactuals is the first formal theory of

conditionals that captures nonmonotonicity

I key idea: the domain of quantification varies on the basis of the antecedent

I formally: we introduce a (partial or total) preorder �w on worlds

I we use �w to single out a set of worlds that are closest to w (a world is

closest to w iff no worlds are closer to it)
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variably strict semantics: would

new truth-conditions:

(10) ~A� C�w ,f ,� = 1 iff:

∀w ′ ∈max�w (f(w)∩ ~A�w ′ ,f ,�), ~C�w
′ ,f ,� = 1

(pA� Cq is true iff the closest A-worlds in the modal base are C-worlds)

(qualification: we are making the so-called limit assumption, i.e. we’re assuming

that for every antecedent A there is a set of closest A-worlds to w)
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variably strict semantics: might

might-counterfactuals can be treated as duals of would-counterfactuals

Duality. A� C =def ¬(A� ¬C)

accordingly, the truth conditions of might-counterfactuals are:

(11) ~A� C�w ,f ,� = 1 iff:

∃w ′ ∈max�w (f(w)∩ ~A�w ′ ,f ,�), ~C�w
′ ,f ,� = 1
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accounting for data

(12) If Sophie went to the parade, she would see Pedro.

If Sophie went to the parade and got stuck behind a tall person, she would not

see Pedro.

parade [& not stuck]

parade & stuck
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accounting for data

(13) If Bella had gone to the party, then Charlie would have gone.

(14) If Andy had gone to the party, then Bella would have gone.

(15) # If Andy had gone to the party, then Charlie would have gone.

bella [& charlie & ¬ andy]

andy [& bella & ¬ charlie]
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accounting for data

(16) If Bruno had gone to the party, then Anita would have gone.

(17) # If Anita had not gone, Bruno would still not have gone.

bruno [& anita]

¬ anita [& bruno]
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variant: single world selection

a selection function is a function s :W ×P (W) 7→ P (W) that maps a pair of a

world and a set of worlds to a set of worlds

I of interest to us: Stalnaker selection functions, i.e. sf’s that select a singleton

I the idea: for every A and w , there is a single closest A-world w ′ to w

a Stalnaker model includes a set of worldsW− and an absurd world λ, which

makes all sentences true;W− ∪ {λ}=W
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variant: single world selection

A function s :W ×P (W) 7→W is a Stalnaker selection function iff

i. if ~A� is non-empty, s(w ,A) ∈ ~A�
(inclusion: the selected w makes true the antecedent, if at all possible)

ii. if s(w ,A) = λ, then ~A�= ∅

(absurdity-as-last-resort: λ is selected only if no possible world can be)

iii. if w ∈ ~A�, then s(w ,A) = w

(centering: if the world of evaluation verifies the antecedent, it is selected)

iv. for all A, A′: if s(w ,A) ∈ ~A′� and s(w ,A′) ∈ ~A�, then:

s(w ,A) ∈ ~A′�= s(w ,A′) ∈ ~A�
(consistency: the selection must be consistent for all choice of antecedents)
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variant: single world selection

a semantics for counterfactuals based on Stalnaker selection functions

(18) ~A� C�w ,f ,s = 1 iff ~C�s(w ,f(w)∩~A�),f ,s = 1

pA� Cq is true relative to w , f , and s iff the world selected by s with input w and

the proposition resulting from intersecting f(w) and A, is a C-world)

The main logical difference between Stalnaker and Lewis semantics:

Conditional Excluded Middle (CEM) � (A→ C)∨ (A→¬C)

CEM is invalid on Lewis semantics, and valid on Stalnaker semantics
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introducing probability
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subjective credence vs. objective chance

subjective credence:

I a representation of an agent’s degree of belief

I attitudes that, in the typical case, fall short of perfect confidence

objective chance:

I an inherent, agent-insensitive feature of the world

I unlike frequencies, it is available in the single case
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constraints on subjective credence

it is widely believed that credences:

I have intensity levels that admit of numerical representation

I that those intensity levels are subject to rationality requirements

I in particular: rational states of credence satisfy the laws of probability
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laws of probability: background

a boolean algebra α is a set of propositions that is:

I closed under complementation: if A ∈ α, then A ∈ α
I closed under countable unions: if for every member A of a countable set of

propositions β, A ∈ α, then
⋃

A∈βA ∈ α
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given a set of atomic propositions, it is always possible to generate a Boolean

algebra by minimally closing under complementation and union
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laws of probability: the axioms

given a boolean algebra α, a probability function maps propositions to real

numbers under certain constraints. In particular, a probability function

p(·) : α 7→R must satisfy:

I non-negativity: p(A) ≥ 0

I maximality: p(>) = 1

I additivity: for any finite set β of pairwise disjoint propositions,

p(
⋃
A∈β

A) =
∑
A∈β

p(A)
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probabilism

core claim: (epistemically) rational agents have credence states that obey the

axioms of probability

I in other words, an agent’s credence must be a probability function

I this claim, also referred to as probabilism is partly argued

I to identify the part that is argued for, let’s identify some auxiliary concepts
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credence functions

I say that an agent’s credences are linearized iff they can be mapped onto a
linear order �, such that:
I for any A and B the agent is more confident in A than in B iff A � B

I Say that an agent has a credence function iff there is a boolean algebra α
and a function c(·) : α 7→R such that
I for any A,B ∈ α, the agent is more confident in A than in B iff c(A) > c(B)
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arguments for probabilism

several styles of arguments (dutch books, representation theorem, accuracy)

support probabilism in this sense:

I if an agent has a subjective credence over an entire boolean algebra, and if

the agent’s degrees of credence can be linearized

I then the agent has a credence function and that credence function must

satisfy the probability axioms
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states of conditional credence: examples

I Alice believes that it’s likely that the Democrats will win, conditional on

Warren being the nominees

I Alice believes that on the hypothesis that there are aliens, it is more likely

that they will find us than it is that we will find them
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intuitions about conditional credence

I setups with clear stochastic profiles yield definite intuitions about

conditional credence

I example:
I my credence that a fair six-sided die will land on 3 is 1/6; but my credence that

I will roll a 3, conditional rolling an odd number is 1/3
I and the probability that I will roll a 1 conditional on me rolling a prime number

is zero
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conditional probability

given again a boolean algebra α and a probability function p defined on α, the

conditional probability of A given B—written: p(A |B)—is defined as:

p(A |B) = p(A∩B)
p(B)
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I just as an argument is needed that credences that credence functions are

probabilities ...

I ... another argument is needed that conditional credences are conditional

probabilities
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conditionalization

I it is an important independent part of Bayesian epistemology that credences

are subject to diachronic rationality constraints

I formally, an agent a satisfies conditionalization iff

for any t1 < t2 such that a has credences c1 and c2 respectively at t1 and t2,

and for any proposition E that characterizes exactly what a learns with

certainty between t1 and t2

c2(·) = c1(· | E)

I pure Bayesianism: conditionalization is the only diachronic constraint on

credence
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credences in propositions vs. credences in sentences

I so far we have characterized the credence function as inputting propositions

I some take credences as inputting sentences

I in the conditional literature, some think that conditionals do not express

propositions, but agents may still have credences in them

I so, having credence functions input sentences is the more ecumenical

approach
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epistemic history and superbabies
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objective chance

I objective chance is a non-epistemic objective concept of probability

I chance is unlike frequency because it is available in the single case

I we leave the concept of chance undefined, leveraging common sense and

theoretical assumptions to fill it out

I objective chance is believed to have a role in counterfactual probability
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